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The Biarritz Golf Club and the Biarritz Prototype Hole 

 

Having been fortunate enough to play more than a dozen different Biarritz prototype holes, it was 

a thrill to acquire the centennial history from the club with the original hole in France: Biarritz 

Golf Club Le Phare 1888-1988. Although the book is written in the native language and I don’t 

read French, like Playboy, I enjoyed the pictures! 

 

 
 

The Biarritz Golf Club, also known as Le Phare, is named after the plateau the course sits on. 

Founded by British ex-pats, the club is in Southern France along the Atlantic Ocean near the 

Spanish border. Originally designed by Willie and Tom Dunn in 1888, the course contained one 

of the most famous holes in the world, known as a "Chasm." It was a long par 3 which played over 

a chasm on a cliff over the ocean. The hole’s name was adopted as “Biarritz” by the 

Macdonad/Raynor/Banks school of design, although most renditions don’t play over a chasm.  

 

Before he built The National Golf Links on Long Island C. B. Macdonald wrote in the February 

1, 1907 issue of Golf Illustrated describing The Ideal Golf Course, and it was his first reference to 

a Biarritz-style hole. He wrote cryptically: “Suggested by 12th Biarritz [orig. 3rd – “Chasm”] 

making sharp hogback in middle of course. Stop 30 yards from hole bunkered to right of green 

and good low ground to the left of plateau green.” 

 

The Biarritz club history has an old black and white picture of the “Chasm” hole and it looks 

terrifying. It plays from one edge of a cliff over a large chasm to a green perched on the other side 

of the water. The hole played from an eighty-foot-high cliffs-edge tee over the Bay of Biscay with 

a green sitting 220 yards away on a cliff fifty feet high. The hole was so difficult that it only 

remained in existence for a few years. By the time Horace Hutchinson published the (mistitled, 



 
 
 
 
 

because it includes two courses in France) British Golf Links in 1897, the hole had already been 

modified so that it did not play over the Bay. 

 

 
 

The tee shot from the original Chasm hole at the Biarritz Golf Club in France. This image shows 

two golfers perched on the tee. 

 

George Bahto gives the best description of Biarritz style holes in his seminal work The Evangelist 

of Golf: “Length: 220-245 yards. | Bunkering: Narrow strip bunkers guard the sides and rear of 

green. A framing bunker short of green often used to represent the original cliff-to-cliff carry over 

Bay of Biscay | Green: Enormous green with deep swale either in front of or incorporated into 

putting surface when fully planted | Approach: Original architecture featured only one tee. All 

shorter tees were added later by clubs. | Best example(s): First version built at Piping Rock. Most 

literal version had been 9th at Yale or 5th at Fishers Island until it was ascertained by Dr. Alister 

MacKenzie that the 16th at Cypress Point was originally suggested by Seth Raynor as part of his 

original routing there | Comments: Macdonald never built a version at the National. Until recently 

only Yale and Chicago had the “landing area” short of the green played as putting surface (20,000 

sq ft). Presently there are over 30 such dramatic versions.” 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 
George Bahto’s hand drawn illustration of the original Chasm (Biarritz) hole from the 

Evangelist of Golf 

 

A painting of the Chasm hole done by Charles J. Colin [Biarritz – The Chasm 3rd hole] hangs on 

the second floor of the Links club in New York City, an image of the painting from The Art of the 

Links is below. 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Reading Batho’s analysis of Biarritz holes closely reveals that one of the most feared par 

threes in golf is a close replica to the original: Cypress Point’s 16th! I agree with him that 

the Biarritz version at Yale is the most demanding, with a long carry over water to an 

irrationally long green with a five-foot-deep swale in the middle of it. Other very good 

versions of the Biarritz hole can be found at Westhampton (#17), Chicago (#3), Piping 

Rock (#9), Forsgate (#17), Whippoorwill (#8), Shoreacres (#6), Camargo (#8), Yeamans 

Hall (#16) and the downhill version at Mid Ocean (#13) as well as the demanding uphill 

version at Fishers Island (#5). 

 

The Biarritz club history is an interesting one and features loads of vintage black and white 

photos of formally dressed holiday makers wearing hats fancy enough to be fashionable at 

Royal Ascot. H. S. Colt was brought into the club in 1924 and redesigned the original Dunn 

course, however, it was destroyed during the Second World War, and the club now plays 

golf at a reconstituted course made from the remnants of the Colt course. 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

A current picture of the hotel near the original Chasm hole shows off the dramatic cliff 

tops the hole played over 

 

-- John Sabino 
 


